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Synopsis

FREE BONUS eBook INCLUDEDDon’t Feel Discouraged! You Can Easily Choose The Best Nursing Career For You!Have you ever wanted to start a new career in nursing but didn’t know where to start? Are you taking the NCLEX soon and still have no clue where you want to work? Are you struggling to find the career that is going to make you most fulfilled in your daily life? All you need is this book to will light your pathway to the career of your choice. Right Now You Can Discover What Career Option Interests You Most... Just like you, thousands of people have struggled with the same situation. Unlike them, you will easily avoid career mistakes others are making by trial and error. Most importantly, you will find one that you are passionate about. So What’s Stopping You? There is a Nursing Career Out There That Will Make Your 12 Hour Shift a BLAST! Would you rather keep banging your head against the wall or do you want a simple solution to the vast amount of career options? Just scroll back up and hit the Buy Now option so you can be well on your way to a nursing career of your own choosing.
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Customer Reviews

This book is a must for every person who wants to stay current and move ahead in the area of nursing. The book is very educational, well researched and evidenced-based nursing. It is simply an essential ingredients needed to cultivate the nursing leaders of tomorrow.

I can’t believe I’m the only one really dissatisfied with this. It is so thin it is almost like a brochure.
The worst thing is it seems to combine all the typical nursing specialties into a paragraph each, stuffed into a "chapter". Then it has full chapters on the least likely nursing paths around, like Flight Nurse... The only good thing is it is one of 4 books I got a high school grad who wants to go into nursing, and the 3 others are really good. At least the cover looks good and thoughtful, but I am slightly embarrassed about giving something that seems like it's going to give useful information and input.

Wow! This book was just what I needed. With a mother in law that has been bed stricken for twenty five years i found this book to be one of the most detailed I have read yet. I of course don't want to become a nurse but when you have someone at home who needs care surely every bit of information is critical to making the patient comfortable and as healthy as possible.

Are you thinking of going into the medical profession? If so consider nursing. It’s a great field that is in need of skilled workers. This book spells out all the ins and outs of the field and what you can do to thrive in your nursing career. Check it out today!

This text does a commendable job of concisely and succinctly reviewing many different non-clinical aspects of nursing such as the role of theory, research methodology, quality initiatives and so on and so forth. If we as nurses want to expand our roles within healthcare, having at least a rudimentary understanding of each of these subjects is required. This text is a wonderful resource for any nurse looking for a single volume introduction to these important realms of nursing practice. I do think that the title is misleading however.

My niece would like to be a nurse, but she’s having doubts with her capability of becoming one. We have been convincing her that she’ll be a great nurse, but her anxiety remains. That’s why I checked this book and asked her to get it as it will surely make her more comfortable and believe in herself. This book offers what nursing career will make an individual’s life full of achievements, and how to make their shift a blast once they start.
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